
ASSIGNMENT  SET 1

This is a set of exercises based on basic concepts of population genetics.
Background for this set is in Population genetics basics I.

Submit at least 20 out of 24 exercises in one package, handwritten or by
email, 8. December, at the latest.

This is 1cr for the course credits.
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1. The table below shows the observed numbers of AA, Aa and aa genotypes in samples of size
100 from fours populations, 1-4. For which samples can the hypothesis of Hardy-Weinberg
proportions be rejected?

population AA        Aa aa
1                       8          53       39
2                       9          61       30
3                      13         58       29
4                      18         35       47

2. For a trait due to a rare X-linked recessive allele, show that the frequency of heterozygous
carrier females is approximately equal to two times the affected males. Calculate the exact
frequencies for an X-linked recessive allele with an allele frequency of 0.1

3. In a population undergoing random mating for a single gene with a dominant and a recessive
allele, show  that the frequency of the recessive allele among individuals with the dominant
phenotype is q / (1 + q), where q is the frequency of the recessive allele in the whole population.
Then show that the frequency of homozygous recessive recessive genotypes from dominant x
dominant matings is  [q / (1 + q)] 2 and from dominant x recessive matings
q / (1 + q).  These proportions are called Snyder´s ratios and were once used to test human
traits for simple recessive inheritance.
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4.    The gene CCR5 encodes a protein co-receptor used by the AIDS virus for entry into certain
white blood cells.  Many populations are polymorphic for a deletion of part of the coding
sequence that results in an inactive protein. This polymorphism was originally discovered
among persons infected with the virus who had remained free of the AIDS disease for at least
10 years. The protective effect of the deletion, denoted CCR5 , is at least a factor of two. In one
study of 338 individuals from one human population the observed numbers of the genotypes
were as follows: 265 CCR5 / CCR5, 66 CCR5 / CCR5 , 7 CCR5 / CCR5 .

Is there any reason to reject the hypothesis of Hardy-Weinberg proportions for this gene?

5.     In a population sample of 1617 individuals the numbers of A, B, O and AB blood types
observed were 724, 110, 763 and 20.  The best estimates of allele frequencies are:  0.26 for
the allele IA ,  0.04 for the allele IB and  0.69  for the allele IO . The genotypes IA IA and IA IO
product phenotype A , genotypes IB IB and IB IO product phenotype B,  IO IO phenotype O
and IA IB
phenotype AB

Calculate the expected numbers of the four phenotypes (the blood types A, B, O, AB) .
Are the blood types in HW-proportions?

.
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6.    Color blindness results from a sex-linked recessive allele. One in every ten males is color-blind.
Consider a population in HW-proportions:
a. What proportion of all women are color-blind?
b. By what factor is color blindness more common in men (or, how many color-blind men are

there for each color-blind woman)?
c. In what proportion of marriages would color blindness affect half the children of each sex?
d. In what proportion of marriages would all children be normal?
e. In a population that is not in equilibrium, the frequency of the allele for color blindness is 0.2

in women and 0.6 in men. After one generation of random mating, what proportion of the
female progeny will be color-blind? What proportion of the male progeny?

7.     Ten percent of the males of a large and randomly mating population are color-blind. A
representative group of 1000 people from this population migrates to a remote isolated island,
where there are already  1000 inhabitants and where 30 percent of the males are color-blind.
Assuming that HW applies throughout (in the two original  populations before the migration and
in the mixed population immediately after the migration), what fraction of males and females
can be expected to be color-blind in the generation immediately after the arrival of the migrants?
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8.    Consider a gene A with alleles A1 and A2 at frequencies x1 and x2 , and a different gene B
in the same population with alleles B1 , B2 and B3. at frequencies y1 , y 2 and y3 .
What are the expected frequencies of gametes with linkage disequilibrium assuming that
x1 = 0.3, y1 = 0.2 and y 2 = 0.3.

9.    For a gene with two alleles, A and a, and another gene in the same population with alleles B
and b , let pA and pa , pB and pb the allele frequencies. Set pA = 0.7  and pB = 0.3.
What are the the expected frequencies of all possible gametes assuming linkage equilibrium?
What are the expected frequencies of all possible gametes if there is linkage disequilibrium with
D equal to 50% of its theoretical maximum?

10. The table below shows the estimated gametic frequencies for the alleles of the genes in five
populations.  For each population, calculate the values of D´ and r 2 .  Which populations show
the least amount of linkage disequilibrium? Which show the greatest amount of linkage
diequilibrium? Are there any that show relatively large linkage disequilibrium according to D´ but
not according to r 2 ?

population PAB PA b P a B P a b

1                 0.2598          0.5362       0.0792        0.1248
2                 0.0008          0.0196       0.0694        0.9102
3                 0.7332          0.0082       0.0230        0.2356
4                 0.2363          0.3029       0.2183        0.2425
5                 0.0237          0.3460       0.5574        0.0729
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11. Genotype frequencies and HW in forensics – DNA profiling.
A crime has been committed. Left at the crime scene was a biological sample that law-
enforcement authorities use to obtain a multilocus genotype or DNA profile. A suspect in the crime
has been identified and subpoenaed to provide a tissue sample for DNA profiling. The DNA
profiles from the suspect and from the crime scene are identical. Should we conclude that the
suspect left the biological sample found at the crime scene ?  The DNA-profile is this:

Locus      D3S1358       D21S11 D18S51
Genotype    17, 18           29, 30 18, 18

To answer this question HW prediction of the expected frequency of the DNA profile or genotype
is one elementary step. Just because two DNA profiles match, there is not necessarily strong
evidence that the individual who left the evidence DNA and the suspect are the same person. It is
possible that there are actually two or more people with identical DNA profiles. HW and
Mendel’s second law of inheritance will serve as the bases to estimate just how frequently a
given DNA profile should be observed. Then it is possible to determine whether two unrelated
individuals sharing an identical DNA profile is a likely occurrence.

DNA-profiling for individual identification is commonly performed
by using STR-loci (short tandem repeats, microsatellites). These
have very large number of alleles. The alleles are various
versions of  DNA-repeats. In the example 17, 18 means that at
the locus D3S1358 the individual is heterozygous for repeat
counts 17 and 18. The locus is in 3rd chromosome ( = D3,
S1358 depicts its detailed location).

____________________________________________________
This example and exercise is taken from:
Hamilton, Population genetics, 2009, Wiley-Blackwell
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11. continues…
Allele frequencies for 9 STR loci used in forensic cases (FBI data), based on a sample of 196
US white citizens, sampled randomly with respect to geographic location.

At the locus D3S1358, we see from this background reference table that the 17-repeat allele
has a frequency of 0.2118 and the 18-repeat allele a frequency of 0.1626. Using HW,  the 17,
18 genotype has an expected frequency of 2(0.2118)(0.1626) = 0.0689 or 6.89%. For the two
other loci in the DNA profile the expected frequencies are 2(0.1811)(0.2321) = 0.0841
or 8.41%, and (0.0918)2 = 0.0084 or 0.84%.
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11. continues…
The genotype for each locus has thus a relatively large chance of being observed in the population.
For example, about 1 in 119 are expected to be homozygous for the 18-repeat allele at locus
D18S51. Therefore, a match between evidence and suspect DNA profiles homozygous for the 18
repeat at that locus would not be strong evidence.
Combining the information from all three loci:
The expected frequency under HW, and under the assumption that each locus is
independent by Mendel’s second law (they are on different chromosomes). The expected
frequency of the three locus genotype (sometimes called the probability of identity) is then
0.0689 × 0.0841 × 0.0084 = 0.000049 or 0.0049%.
Another way to express this probability is as an odds ratio, or the reciprocal of the probability
(an approximation that holds when the probability is very small).
Here the odds ratio is 1/0.000049 = 20,408, meaning that we would expect to observe the three-
locus DNA profile once in 20,408 white US citizens.
Forensic DNA profiles use 10–13 loci to estimate expected genotype frequencies.
The 10-locus genotype for the same individual:

D3S1358 17, 18
vWA 17, 17         Calculate the expected genotype frequency
FGA 24, 25         and odds ratio for the 10-locus genotype.
Amelogenin X, Y         Would a match between a crime scene sample
D8S1179 13, 14         and a suspect be convincing evidence?
D21S11 29, 30
D18S51 18, 18
D5S818 12, 13
D13S317 9, 12
D7S820 11, 12
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12. Suppose there are two populations that have genotype frequencies

AA       Aa aa
Pop. 1        0.64     0.32     0.04
Pop. 2        0.09     0.42     0.49

If a researcher draws a sample, thinking it is coming from a single population, but it is
actually composed of individuals two-thirds of whom came from population 1, and one-third
from population 2,
( a )  If these individuals are simply collected together, but have not really interbred, what will the

genotype frequencies in the sample expected to be?
( b )  What will the allele frequencies be expected to be in that sample?
( c )  If we mistakenly assume that the sample is from a random-mating population, and use

the sample allele frequency, what proportion of heterozygotes will we expect to see?

13. A locus has three alleles, B´, B, and b. B´ is completely dominant to B, and both of these are
completely dominant to b. What are the frequencies of the three alleles in a random-mating
population which has these phenotype frequencies: 50% B´-, 30% B-, and 20% bb ?

14. Suppose that in a population produced by random mating, two loci with two alleles, and
frequencies pA = pB = 0.5, and DAB = 0.2. Let half of the individuals be females and half
males. The recombination fraction between the loci is 0.3 in females and 0.1 in males. What
will DAB be in the offspring generation in terms of DAB in the current generation? What
will be the frequency of genotype AA BB in the offspring generation?
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15. In a sample of 200 individuals from a population locus with 3 alleles, the numbers of the 6
genotypes  are

A1A1 76
A1A2 54
A1A3 33
A2A2 18
A2A3 16
A3A3 3

Do HW- proportions hold?

16. Suppose two populations, each at “linkage equilibrium” for two unlinked loci.

Population A       a B         b
1                       0.6    0.4        0.3      0.7
2                       0.3    0.7        0.5      0.5

Suppose a progeny population resulting from random mating of these two populations and .
And a further progeny population resulting from random mating of the previous progeny
population.
What will the “linkage disequilibrium” value be in gametes produced by these two crosses?

17. From a random mating population 100 individuals samples and 63 AA, 27  Aa, and 10
aa are observed. Put 95% confidence limits on the frequency of A. What have you had to
assume?
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18. Among 100 individuals, 10 aa's are observed. Assuming random mating, how do you place 95%
confidence limits on the frequency of A?

19. Sampling 100 individuals from a diploid population the following numbers of genotypes at two
two-allele loci (A and B) are observed:

BB    Bb bb
AA 0     25      0
Aa 25      0      25
aa 0     25       0

Use a 3 x 3 heterogeneity chi-square to test whether the genotypes at these two loci are
distributed independently of each other. See if you can also make an estimate of the linkage
disequilibrium DAB between these loci. Is there a discrepancy between these two conclusions?
Why,  or why not?

20. Suppose a multiple-allele locus with gene frequencies p1, p2, ..., pn. In terms of these quantities,
after random mating, what fraction of copies of allele Ai occur in heterozygotes? What is
the overall fraction of all copies that occur in heterozygotes?

21. Suppose we take a sample from a random-mating population, where we can detect a recessive
phenotype, and find naa individuals with the aa phenotype, and nA- individuals of the A- phenotype.
What is the maximum likelihood estimate of pa?
What are the equations for estimating pa by the gene counting technique?
Do they lead to the maximum likelihood estimate?.
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22. Given the numbers of the nine genotypes in a sample from a diploid population with two
two-allele loci, and assuming that the two loci are unlinked, what are the frequencies of the
four gamete types among the haploid gametes produced by this sample? Compute DAB for
these gametes in terms of the nine genotype numbers. If the genotypes were sampled from
a population produced by random mating, with an unknown true value of DAB, what is the
expectation of this estimate of DAB in terms of the true unknown value? If we assume that
DAB in the gamete population is estimated by doubling the DAB in the gametic output of
our sample, will we be making a biased or an unbiased estimate?

23. Suppose that a chromosome has been duplicated so that where there was once one locus,
there are now two unlinked loci, each with two alleles, A and a. We cannot distinguish which
locus contributed A or a to a given genotype. The two loci are each diploid and they are in
linkage equilibrium with each other. At the first  locus the gene frequency of A is p1, and at
the second locus the gene frequency of A is p2. In terms of those two quantities, what are
the expected frequencies of genotypes with 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0 A's? Note that we cannot tell
the difference between, for example, AAaa and AaAa, so that they both contribute to the
genotypes that have 2 A's.

24. For an autosomal locus in a random-mating population, where aa individuals are affected
(regarding some phenotypic trait, for example a disease) and the allele frequency is p, what
fraction of aa individuals have both of their parents affected?
One affected? Neither affected?


